Activities
MuSethiCA WEEKS
During usually one week, a small group of young
musicians
or a chamber ensemble intensively develop
o
their skills of performance. The young musicians receive
master classes from prestigious musicians and they have
the opportunity to perform between 10 and 15 concerts.
Mastering Performance Program
Musethica Mastering Performance Program is a full-time
education program open for excellent young musicians –
individuals or chamber ensembles – who will be offered to
take part in Musethica for a longer period of two semesters.

ca
Musethica International Chamber Music Festivals are a
celebration and demonstration of the Musethica concept
and structure over between 8 and 10 days. About 20
musicians – internationally-known musicians and gifted
young musicians – join together for a musical-social
experience. After the first days of intensive open
rehearsals, they start to perform concerts in different
social venues. The last three nights there are open
concerts. .

Musethica numbers
(2013-2016)

Musethica support and
collaboration

From 2013 Musethica have played over 800 concerts across
China, France, Israel Germany, Poland, Spain and
Sweden

Musethica offers a special sponsorship program and
friendship program.

·

For more information info@musethica.org

·175 young musicians.

· 25 senior musicians.
Musicians from: Germany, China, South Korea, Spain,
Estonia, France,Honduras, Israel, Paraguay, Portugal,
United Kingdom, Sweden, Switzerland and Turkey.

www.musethica.org

www.musethica.org

International education
movement
Musethica is a non-profit
organization that promotes an
education program for young,
excellent musicians.
It is a new model of integrating
concert playing in to the education
of musicians and of bringing
classical concerts on the highest
level out of the concert halls in to
the whole society. It is a worldwide
unique education concept which
brings huge change in the society.
After a strict preparation together with
their musical mentors, the young
musicians travel to perform in different
social venues in the local community:
kindergartens and schools, institutions of
special edu-cation, hospitals, psychiatric
centers, centers for the disabled people,
immigration centers, prisons, wo-men’s
shelters, social enterprises, homeless
centers, senior citizens homes, refugee
houses, hospices, and many other social
and humanitarian organizations. The
students receive no fees for these concerts
as a principle in the Musethica educational
concept. A relatively small number of
concerts are performed in traditional
concerts halls.

Performing regularly for a
wide and diverse audience is
not something that can be
taught, it simply has to be
done. The model nurtures the
most talented young artist
through training and
performance opportunities.
It provides a weekly number of
concerts, which amounts to
about 100 or more concerts in
a school year.

Musical prestige
The highest musical quality is our priority. The Musethica team has to
approve the participation of each of the young musicians taking part in the
program. The young musicians are highly advanced students, frequently
winners of international competitions.
The Musethica mentor community consists of internationally known musicians
such as leading members of the Berliner Philarmonic, professors from Hanns
Eisler School of Music Berlin, Beijing Central Conservatory, Korea National
University, London Royal Academy, Jerusalem Music Academy, Warsaw
National Academy, famous String Quartets and renowned soloists.
Musethica presents the finest repertoire of classical music. In the social
places as well as in the traditional concert halls the same repertoire is
interpreted. .

Synergies with social
community and
education institutions

Musethica offers young,
qualified artists the opportunity
to perform regularly a large
number of concerts as part of
their education. Because the art
of playing concerts cannot be
learned in a lesson, it can only be
learned in front of an audience

Musethica collaborates with social
organizations and institutions in the
local community. Musethica takes part
in the normal activities, becoming part
and parcel of daily life and establishing
itself as a natural partner of social
community life. Musethica is not a
charity project. Musethica helps
musicians understand that being an
excellent musician means playing for
everyone, and having the ability to
convince any kind of public of the
beauty of music.

Together with known musicians
and professors the students
prepare concert program of
highest quality in masterclasses.

100 concerts
in a school year
The concerts are mostly
performed to audiences
that do not usually attend
concert halls and take
place in different places in
the local community.

Social and musical
impact
“Now, I understand why I am
studying to be a musician””
Violist participant program, 21 years
old.

Bringing Classical Music Out of
Concert Halls and to the People.
Why is it that nearly every generation
listens to classical music? And why
should only certain people enjoy
the scientifically proven benefits that
classical music provides for our brains?

Musethica is leading the global
democratization of classical music by
taking classical music from the concert
halls into society as part of the
musician's interests
All young musicians who participate in
the Musethica program show an
impressive progress in their ability
as instrumentalists and musicians. The
beauty of the innovative approach of the
program is that it serves
both musicians and society. Regularly
bringing classical music to different
audiences is a wonderful social
gift. It takes music back to its original
mission. It allows a great number of
people the opportunity free of
charge to listen to live classical musical
concerts at the highest level.

international dimension
The Musethica concept was conceived in 2009 by the violist Avri Levitan. It
was officially launched in 2012 in Zaragoza (Spain), under the auspices of
Professor of Zaragoza University, Carmen Marcuello. Musethica is now active
in different countries with organizations located in Berlin, Beijing, Krakow,
Tel-Aviv and Zaragoza and is spreading around the world.
Musethica includes a strong international dimension notably in higher education
and in the social field. Musethica is a capacity building project promoting
cooperation and partnership between the different Musethica associations that
have an impact on the modernisation and internationalisation of higher
education in classical music. Every Musethica Association brings added value to
the project.

www.musethica.org

Musethica’s goal is to
become part of the official
music education system
which will bring a profound
change in the young
musicians’ understanding of
music and have a unique
important social impact.
Musethica collaborates with
different international higher
education institutions.

